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GxP with the Tetra Data Platform (TDP)

Executive Summary
TetraScience provides the world’s first open R&D Data Cloud, with a mission to transform life sciences R&D, 
accelerate discovery, and improve human life. The Tetra R&D Data Cloud enables easy access to centralized, 
harmonized, and actionable scientific data for the biopharmaceutical industry.

TetraScience’sTetraScience’s flagship product - the Tetra Data Platform (TDP) - supports 21 CFR part 11 , EU Annex 11, 
MHRA GxP Data Integrity definitions and guidance for industry. TDP supports use cases in biopharma, 
including (but not limited to) pre-clinical testing, model development, ADME-Tox, pilot plant synthesis, 
manufacturing and QC/release testing. 

Three major pillars enable TetraScience GxP offerings:

 1. Product Design: GxP-guided development, including audit trails, system logs, and continuous      
   verification. We promote the ALCOA+ principles as data transits from R&D through finished products.

  2. Security Principles: Accuracy, security, and resiliency of the platform is maintained through       
   monitoring, business continuity, and disaster recovery testing.

 3. Quality Management System (QMS): TetraScience maintains a rigorous quality organization, which  
   manages training systems, software development lifecycle (SDLC), internal and external audit cadence,  
   policy documentation, computer software assurance processes, quality metrics, and most importantly  
   a core culture of compliance.

Why do you need GxP?  
TheThe purpose of Good Manufacturing / Laboratory / Clinical Practices (hereafter referred to as ‘GxP’) are to 
ensure medicines, therapeutics, devices, and other products produced for the general population are done 
so safely, consistently, and with high quality.
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Biopharma customers adhering to strict GxP practices realize major benefits:

  Increased safety of end therapeutic products and data, reducing patient risk

  Consistency and repeatability in operations

  Improved access to once-disparate data silos with high availability

TetraScienceTetraScience built the R&D Data Cloud to address the most challenging facets of life sciences data 
management - integration and harmonization of scientific information with a commitment to quality, data 
integrity, security, and continuous improvement. Understanding that our trusted customers, partners, and 
community expect a high bar from our platform, we provide several GxP support options:

Standard GxP Package 
Applicable to Customer-hosted and Tetra-hosted cloud environments (see below).

    Industry-Standard Environments: Utilize Development, Test, Production, for Sandbox, Controlled User  
  Acceptance Testing, and Production environments

  Standard IQ/OQ [Turnover package] - using example data sets, performed on all new installations. For  
  customers that select the standard GxP Package, TetraScience’s IQ/OQ is updated for all releases to    
  augment your compliance activities.  Tetra provides IQ/OQ support for each environment that is      
  important in your operation with an aim of as frictionless as possible transition from [Development (Dev)  
  --> User Acceptance Testing (UAT) --> Production (Prod)]

   Quality Binder - provided upon audit request. Affirms TetraScience’s compliance with written policies,  
  including all aspects of SDLC (Requirements, Development, Testing, Support), training, access controls,  
  backups, disaster recovery and change management as they affect your deployment

  Continuous platform verification (ongoing OQ) - as described in the Product Features section, below

  Training on multiple system roles provided at no additional cost via the TetraScience Learning      
  Management System
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Additional a la carte GxP Support Options 
  Tailored performance qualification (PQ) and use case validation in your internal environment.       
  TetraScience can work on specific instrumentation, scientific workflows, or draw up a specification to   
  ensure reproducibility. Available through a Professional Services agreement.

   Platform specification and verification document templates for customer-specific platform and      
  infrastructure qualification  (only available in Customer-Hosted TDP; see below).

  Training and Certification - ensures appropriate rigor, documentation, and evaluation of your       
  designated scientific end-users and system administrators via TetraScience Learning Management    
  System (LMS). Customers can export the certificate from the TetraScience LMS for inclusion in internal  
  records.

For GxP Support Option pricing, please contact TetraScience at tetrascience.com.

DeplDeployment Types and Example Roll-Out of TDP 
TDP can be deployed in multiple ways; each has specic impacts on GxP compliance.

         Tetra-Hosted                   Customer-Hosted
  

   

Multi-Tenant 
on Tetra Cloud

 

Single-Tenant 
on Tetra Cloud

Tetra-Managed 
Private on 
Customer AWS

Self-Managed 
Private on 
Customer AWS
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Tetra-Hosted: If you’d prefer to avoid the quality management and documentation burden, Tetra Hosted 
TDP offers GxP readiness with minimum effort. We have selected AWS as our hosting platform, qualified our 
infrastructure, and regularly perform a risk-based supplier qualification of AWS services and software 
providers we use for the platform.

    TetraScience deploys quarterly releases with synchronous release notes published on           
  developers.tetrascience.com 

  Product-level risk assessments help customers to plan validation downstream 

  Customers will be informed four weeks ahead of a standard deployment, to provide time for internal   
  qualification / validation processes

  TetraScience provides access to a user acceptance testing (UAT) deployment for a customer to access   
  features and perform their specific use case verification.

    Upon successful validation in the UAT deployment, these use cases can be replicated in your production  
  deployment

Customer-Hosted: Utilize your own Quality process while deploying the pre-qualified TDP inside your 
AWS environment. TetraScience has a proven track record working with enterprise biopharma companies 
to ensure their data integrity and provide automated testing to enable standard IQ/OQ on all new 
installations. 

    TetraScience deploys into greenfield AWS DEV and UAT environments, and performs a standard IQ/OQ  
  using pre-prepared data sets

  Customers qualify the platform using a combination of TetraScience- and customer-derived processes  
  [see GxP support package, above]

  Validate internal version of UAT using customer data sets. Push validated version to Production, once ready

  TetraScience allows customers to pause for a single release (up to 6 months) on Customer-hosted instances

    Maintain compliance through user training, platform qualification, and routine quarterly reporting via   
  our Standard GxP Package
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Product Features 
Let’s review the capabilities provided within TDP to support usage in GxP-compliant scenarios: 

    Continuous Platform Verication: TetraScience inspects the core platform components -- connectors,    
  agents, and pipelines -- 24/7 for normal operation through an internal diagnostic pipeline. This “pipeline”  
  consists of automated tests which continuously monitor the platform to ensure services’ availability;   
  alarms are generated when the behavior of the platform deviates from the design. Auto-remediation   
  actions can be configured using these alarms. Additionally, when new features are built, they are     
  rigorously tested through a risk-based approach and then added to the automation suite. 

   Health monitoring: Dashboard that reports on the health of all customer- and Tetra-configured     
  Pipelines, Connectors and Agents through a simple user interface. 

  Infrastructure: Tetra Data Platform is globally mirrored with continuous backups (DR), with high uptime  
  and high availability (99+%)

  Audit Trail: TDP provides a standard, 21 CFR part 11-compliant audit trail on all actions, changes, or   
  deletions on any data items: raw, processed, transformed so there’s no more wondering what happened  
  to a specific file, or a need to investigate the actions taken by users, admins, or programmatic interfaces. 

          System Logs: TetraScience uses AWS CloudWatch as the centralized storage for logs. All the logs  
     are published to AWS CloudWatch and can be accessed through links in TDP or AWS Console.    
     Customers can also export alerting logs - for example if a TS component connection has been lost  
     - from CloudWatch to other applications for further processing / consolidation.

     Agent logs: Describe common log properties of agents interacting with an SDK or software layer,  
     to interpret binary files from systems like Waters Empower or Cytiva Unicorn. All application errors  
     are logged.

          Connector logs:  Capture information related to connectivity of connectors to the data sources   
     and to TDP.  All Connector errors are logged. 

     DataHub logs: Capture failures happening in the components of the DataHub. All DataHub errors  
     are logged. 

     Service Logs: All the components in the platform like Services, Lambda, Pipelines, and Workflows  
     produce logs which capture important information
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  Alerting: Since all the logs and metrics are stored in AWS CloudWatch, alarms can be set up to notify the  
  administrators or take automatic actions, for instance auto-scaling of resources. TDP provides multiple  
  custom alarms out of the box and customers have the option of adding more.

Security Principles 
TetraScienceTetraScience believes that our well-defined and testable security posture strategically differentiates the platform 
and is critical for the success of our customers. We are committed to protecting our customers from damaging 
acts, whether malicious or unintentional in nature. This includes implementation of policies, standards, controls 
and procedures to enable the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of systems and data.

The following areas are addressed with a mixture of commercially-available or TetraScience-developed tools 
and processes:

  Access and Asset Management

    Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery

  Data Classification and Protection

  Monitoring and Incident Response

  Penetration Testing 

Quality Management System (QMS)
TetraScienceTetraScience devotes extensive effort to high data integrity, process cohesion, and continuous 
improvement. Core to this effort are a well-documented set of policies, standard operating procedures 
(SOPs), work instructions, and templates [see Documentation, below]. These policies are regularly 
evaluated, revised, and approved. 

TetraScienceTetraScience adheres to relevant industry standard control frameworks, like SOC 2 Type II / CIS, which are 
utilized to ensure a quality and security risk-based approach in maintaining the confidentiality, integrity, and 
availabilty of resources. As detailed above, our internal and external audit cadence supports the robustness 
of our platform and policy infrastructure.

Security Policy Management

Security Awareness Training

Secure Software Development

Security Risk Management

Third-Party Assessments
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Documentation

TetraScience provides documentation and training on all product features. 

TheThe TetraScience documentation portal provides detailed product information including procedures and 
work instructions on how to use product features. These include the TDP user interface, Tetra Agents, and 
public-facing API documentation. Features of specific interest for GxP such as the audit trail and health 
dashboard are extensively documented publicly. System and Organizational Administration information, as 
well as release notes, are available.  Customers can use this information to create and maintain their own 
SOPs and work instructions. Documentation also serves as one of the core sources for external-facing 
customer training.

SummarySummary
TetraScience delivers data integration, harmonization, enrichment, and pipelines under rigorous quality 
controls and with high integrity. Our product features, security principles, and alignment to the tenets of 
21CFR part 11 & ALCOA+ help ensure your data are safe, secure, accurate, and FAIR. By coupling the Tetra 
R&D Data Cloud with GxP-compliant workflows you can standardize and automate industry best practices 
throughout your research and development processes.

For more information on GxP with the Tetra Data Platform, visit tetrascience.com
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